
E V E N T

When buffet and 
sophisticated table

culture meet

your local dealer:

Porzellanfabrik Schönwald
Spezialfabrik für Hotelporzellan

Rehauer Straße 44 - 54

D–95173 Schönwald
Telephone: +49 9287 56 - 0

Fax Inland: +49 9287 56 - 2133

Fax international: +49 9287 56 - 2193

E-Mail: schoenwald@schoenwald.com
www.schoenwald.com
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PREMIUM

PORCELAIN 

MADE IN 

GERMANY



Through the design combina-

tion of diverse basic shapes,

unusual formats and high-

quality materials, each EVENT

item is a highlight in its own

right, which matches the

other elements to create 

perfect combinations.

Brilliant ideas are always
simple.

The EVENT buffet collection im -

presses by virtue of its intelligent

mix of innovative design, pure

aesthetics and perfectly shaped

functionality. Extraordinary 

flexi bility characterises this new

range, which understands the

buffet of today as a natural com-

ponent of superior table setting.

Award-winning designer

Carsten Gollnick has focussed

on the conception and design

of high-quality products and

product systems in the areas

of table setting and lifestyle

accessories. Functionality and

formal aesthetics are the 

fundamental qualities of 

his designs.

Carsten Gollnick
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New banquet setting 

EVENT is much more than just

a buffet collection. EVENT 

creates a perfect link between

the modern buffet and sophi-

sticated table culture. The por-

celain from which the guest

takes food from the buffet 

is the same as on the dining

table, creating a wonderfully

harmonious entity.

This ingenious collection 

en ables you to adapt your 

banquet individually, according

to the occasion and the num-

ber of guests you have.
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The day can begin

With buffets in particular, it 

is important to present the

various culinary delights in 

an attractive fashion, as well

as making the guest’s access

to the buffet table as easy

and inviting as possible.

A nice breakfast represents 

a successful start to the day

ahead. Multifunctional plat-

ters, plates and dishes are 

suitable for cold as well as 

hot meals and snacks.

Practical wooden platforms

serve as presentation ele-

ments for jams and marma -

lade as well as for cereals 

and dairy products. All items

are available in various sizes.

You can select the size that

meets your requirements.
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The mix of shapes and 

materials lend the table 

a varied, natural and 

at the same time elegant

look. In combination the

various items join together 

to create a stylish and 

exciting impression.

Please take your seats!

The set table holds what the

buffet promises. The platters

and plates, whose shapes

speak a clear as well as

unusual language, create 

unique table scenarios.
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International culinary
culture

Whether sushi, tapas or other

delicacies from all over the

world ... with the numerous

design opportunities provided

by EVENT you can present all

the various culinary delights in

a form that is true to their

country of origin.

Thus, the smallest platter

becomes a chopstick server,

the basket becomes a sea food

platter, and the vinegar-and-oil

bottle holds the soy sauce.
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The things of which buffet
dreams are made

The mix of the different materials

wood, glass, basket weave, stainless

steel and porcelain give a special

look to your table. Your guests 

will be surprised again and again!

The multifunctionality of

EVENT guarantees that the

different items are suitable

for presentation and serving

as well as for dining.
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Make a combination!

Four matching platters draped

around a square-shaped plate

create an interesting pres en -

tation of your culinary skills,

and eight tapas spoons pass 

on your greetings from the 

kitchen. Use the bread basket

for a change as a presentation

surface for your Caribbean 

creations, or ...!

Designed from the basis of a 

fundamental square and circular

form, all items match each 

other in shape. Used on their

own, they give your table a 

distinguished new look.

Have fun creating different 

combinations!
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The discovery of versatility

The individual articles in the EVENT

range are true quick-change artists.

The new porcelain tray makes it 

possible to present food perfectly –

wheth er it is used as a cruet-stand, 

as an actual tray or as a food platter.

The perfectly-shaped shakers for salt & 

pepper and the holder for toothpicks,

together with the wine decanter and

the sugar-stick holder, can also be 

presented in various roles. 

The two porcelain satée platters – 

a two-skewer or eight-skewer 

“boat” – are perfect examples of the

well-thought-through functional 

features of this collection. There are

hollows in the edge of the platters

which hold the stainless-steel satée

skewers firmly.
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Perfectly shaped 
variety 

Combine shapes, colours and 

decorations! See for yourself how

easy it is to create original table

decorations that are both varied

and at the same time exceptionally

harmonious.
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Decor pattern Variation 62842

Decor pattern Variation 62844Decor pattern Variation 62843Decor pattern Celebration 62837Decor pattern Celebration 62838

Decor pattern Variation 62840 Decor pattern Variation 62841

20

Decor pattern Happening 62839

Variations to your
heart’s delight

The various decorations 

of EVENT are just as 

stylish and minimalist as

the shape. Choose be -

tween warm earth tones,

delicate line decorations

and a relief decoration

that effectively accentuate

the rims of plates and thus

stress the particular square

form of the eating areas. 

DECORATIVE 
IMPRESSIONS



L:/W:

Satée platter large 9322630 15.5“ 1185 398x202 39 149
(for 8 skewers)

L:/W:

Satée platter small 9322621 8.2“ 230 209x102 28 117
(for 2 skewers) 

L:/W:

Satée skewers 9321927 10.4“ 30 267x17 - -
(set of 2) 

Tapas plate 28 9321830 1140 - - -
with 8 Spoons

Tapas plate 28 9321828 10.8“ 820 276 30 140

complementing 
jam jar and 
dressing pot

L:/W:

Tapas spoon 9321912 4.7“ 40 120x51 - -

Plate flat with rim 17 9320017 6.6“ 225 169 18 90
20 9320020 7.8“ 335 200 20 103
23 9320023 9.0“ 470 231 23 115
28 9320028 10.9“ 750 279 26 140
32 9320032 12.5“ 1000 320 27 135

Plate deep with rim 17 9320117 5 oz 205 171 32 120
22 9320122 6.8 oz 530 223 37 137
26 9320126 10.1 oz 730 260 41 147
30 9320130 16.9 oz 1030 304 46 168

Diag:/L:

Plate flat 33 9321533 14.9“ 1500 383/331 33 165
coupe square
Buffet platter coupe 45 9322345 21.1“ 3700 542/463 33

L:/W:

Platter slim 16 9322616 6.2“ 125 160x87 16 101
32 9322632 12.4“ 685 319x177 28 135
45 9322645 17.5“ 1460 448x246 33 145

L:/W:

Platter oval 14 9322214 5.5“ 85 141x62 16 96
29 9322229 11.2“ 455 288x125 27 112
40 9322240 15.7“ 1070 403x178 31 165
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Article Code Weight Height Height
1pc. Ø 1pc. 11pcs.

Inch/Oz Gramme mm mm mm

Article Code Weight Height Height
1pc. Ø 1pc. 11pcs.

Inch/Oz Gramme mm mm mm

The range



Creamsoup cup K/27
stackable S* 9326918 6.2“ 210 159 21 114

C 9322727 9.1 oz 260 98 55 505

* Matching cups in shape Premiere 

Diag:/L:

Salad dish square tall 14 9323264 9.5 oz 185 135/118 51 245
28 9323278 77.7 oz 1040 272/239 96 225
35 9323285 149 oz 2115 345/307 120 267

Diag:/L:

Salad dish square low 16 9323266 13.5 oz 290 158/138 50 158
40 9323290 169 oz 2180 390/339 94 275

Espresso cup 09
S 9306909 145 132 16 100
C 9305159 3 oz 100 60 60 -

Cup and saucer 18
S 9326918 210 159 21 114
C 9305168 6.1oz 150 81 60 -

22
S 9326918 210 159 21 114
C 9305172 7.4 oz 180 81 67 -

30
S 9326918 210 159 21 114
C 9305180 9.5 oz 210 105 62 -

Espresso cup K/09
stackable S 9306909 145 132 16 100

C 9305109 3 oz 130 60 60 500

Cup and saucer K/18
stackable S 9326918 210 159 21 114

C 9305118 6.1oz 180 81 60 439
K/25

S 9326918 210 159 21 114
C 9305125 8.4 oz 240 81 79 584

Jam jar 70 9327901 23.7 oz 630 136 78 -

complementing 
plastic lids 2011/50
grey und brown 9416407

Dressing pot 100 9327910 45.6 oz 990 134 144 -

complementing   
plastic lids 2011/50
grey und brown 9416407

L:/W:

Salt shaker 9324010 2.5“ 100 64x38 62 -
Pepper shaker 9324020 2.5“ 95 63x34 64 -

L:/W:

Toothpick holder 9327900 2.5“ 75 66x38 45 -

L:/W:

Vase /  10 9328110 4.2“ 230 107x55 103 -
Sugar-stick holder

L:/W:

Insert for vase 9328111 3.7“ 40 95x41 9 -

L:/W:

Tray 37 x 12 9322637 14.6“ 670 374x127 20 110

Vinegar / Oil 50 9327904 16.9 oz 320 104 155 -
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Article Code Weight Height Height
1pc. Ø 1pc. 11pcs.

Inch/Oz Gramme mm mm mm

Article Code Weight Height Height
1pc. Ø 1pc. 11pcs.

Inch/Oz Gramme mm mm mm

The range



In the table scenes glasses
from Schönwald’s Rialto and
Vino Nobile series were used.

All dimensions and weights
are subject to the usual 
tolerances in the china 
production.

extraordinary hardness

high chipping resistance

resistant glaze

precise stackability

guaranteed dishwasher-proof inglaze
decor patterns

We express our thanks to 
the Dorint Hotel (at the
Gendarmenmarkt, Berlin) 
for their kind support.

Article Code Weight Height Height
1pc. Ø 1pc. 11pcs.

Inch/Oz Gramme mm mm mm

The range

L:/W:

Basket 32 9327932 12.7“ 220 325x140 35 -
(plastics) * 45 9327946 17.9“ 400 460x210 55 -

70 9327971 27.7“ 900 710x350 55 -

Wooden platform low **
L:/W:

light brown 9327920 20.7“ 1168 530x190 80 -
dark brown 9327921 20.7“ 1168 530x190 80 -

complementing jam jar, 
dressing pot and vinegar / oil

Wooden platform high **
L:/W:

light brown 9327925 20.7“ 1500 530x190 160 -
dark brown 9327926 20.7“ 1500 530x190 160 -

complementing jam jar, 
dressing pot and vinegar / oil

L:/W:

Card holder 9327930 3.5“ 85 90x50 30 -
for wooden platform
(steel)

* This item is not dishwasher safe.
However, the baskets can be cleaned with hot water.

** This item is not dishwasher safe.
Please only clean wood with a damp cloth without using 
any corrosive cleaning agents.
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